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Introduction

Authors

In this technical analysis, we will analyze five different “Brazilian Remote Access Tool Android”
(BRATA) apps found in Google Play during 2020, the last one discovered at the beginning of
October and installed more than 10,000 times. We are going to refer to the different BRATA apps by
the name of the developers, which are also present in the app unique identifiers (package names).

This report was researched
and written by:
■

Carlos Castillo

■

Fernando Ruiz

Subscribe to receive threat
information.

utProtect—Targeting Brazil After Previous
O
Variants Were Removed from Google Play
One of the first notable new BRATA variants found live in
Google Play by the McAfee Mobile Research team was
“OutProtect” back in May 2020, with more than 1,000
installs:

Connect With Us
Figure 1. OutProtect in Google Play falsely asking to update
WhatsApp
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Just like previous BRATA variants, OutProtect was aimed at users from
Brazil only, by checking that the language configured in the devices is
Portuguese from Brazil (ptBR). The app was also restricted in Google Play
so that it could not be downloaded from certain countries, including the
U.S. When executed, OutProtect will pretend to scan all the apps in the
device and then urge the user to install a fake WhatsApp update only if the
following two conditions are met:
■

■

The language configured in the device is Portuguese from Brazil (ptBR).
At least one of the targeted financial apps is installed in the infected
device. The list is retrieved from a remote server when the fake app scan
starts.

Most of the strings in the app, including the ones that belong to the User
Interface like “Iniciando” (Initializing) or “Atualizar Agora!” (Update Now),
are obfuscated with an algorithm that changes with each string. Here is an
example of the obfuscated string “ptBR” and the Android API calls that the
malware uses to get the language and country configured in the device:

If any of the conditions above are not met—e.g. the language is English,
none of the targeted apps are installed, or the device cannot communicate
with the remote server—the app shows a screen saying that there were no
problems found and it ends its execution. These types of conditions prior
to executing the payload allow BRATA to potentially evade detection on
automated analysis environments (ID: T1523).

rivacyTitan—Now Targeting Spain, Plus Additional
P
Obfuscation
At the end of June, BRATA was back in Google Play with a new app,
a new icon, and a new developer account. Just like its predecessor,
“PrivacyTitan” was also restricting the distribution of the app in Google
Play by not making it available to specific countries, including the U.S.:

Figure 2. Obfuscated “ptBR” string and language/country check

Figure 3. PrivacyTitan in Google Play not available in the U.S.
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Another notable difference between PrivacyTitan and OutProtect as seen
in the screenshots above is the inclusion of a non-existent PDF reader as an
app that the malware urges the user to update. Looking at the code of the
new app, we found that there were less obfuscated strings compared to the
ones we found in OutProtect. It turns out this new app added a new layer of
obfuscation by encrypting some strings in files inside the original APK (e.g.
arakeem):

Analyzing this decrypted config file, we found that the fake PDF reader
(Leitor de PDF) is shown to devices from Brazil while WhatsApp is shown
to users from Spain. The file also included localized strings in Spanish and
Portuguese for the app UI, which related to the functionality of the fake
application scan:

Figure 4. PrivacyTitan opening encrypted file “arakeem” in assets

The decrypted file in assets results in a JSON with the strings in clear text,
and that is when we noticed that BRATA authors have added Spanish as a
targeted device language:
Figure 6. User interface fake scanning strings in Portuguese and Spanish

Figure 5. Decrypted JSON config file supporting Spanish and Portuguese
languages
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Checking the remote server for the list of targeted apps for this variant,
we noticed that it added a new set of financial apps from Spain with the
corresponding phishing webpages to steal a user’s banking credentials,
much like the previous one from Brazil:

When we checked the list for the first time at the end of June, there were
a total of 29 entries with package names of banking and financial apps
from Brazil and Spain. A couple of days later, the number of targeted apps
increased to 31, although not all of them had an associated phishing URL
available. The recurrent addition of targets confirms that the authors
behind the malware are constantly updating the list to add more apps and
phishing URLs. Here are a couple of screenshots of phishing URLs that
will be displayed if any of the targeted apps are present in a compromised
device:

Figure 8. Phishing webpages targeting financial entities in Brazil

Figure 7. Target list with package names and phishing URLs
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reatVault—English Support and One More Protection
G
Layer
At the end of August 2020, we spotted a major new BRATA variant in
Google Play. Unlike previous apps such as PrivacyTitan and OutProtect,
GreatVault’s availability in Google Play was not restricted to specific
countries, meaning it could reach more potential victims:

Figure 9. Phishing webpages targeting financial entities in Spain

The URLs are expected to be loaded in a WebView if a legitimate banking
application that is part of the target list is present in the compromised
device. The webpages are not loaded in a web browser, so it is not easy
for victims to realize that the pages do not belong to the real banking or
financial app.

Figure 10. GreatVault in Google Play falsely asking users to update Chrome

GreatVault was installed more than 10,000 times until it was removed in
September after we reported it to Google. Just like with previous versions
of BRATA, the screenshots in Google Play correspond to the real ones when
the app is executed. One notable difference this time is the presence of
text in English in the screenshots, the app description, and the app name.
Other minor differences include the presence of the “Start” button and
the addition of Chrome as an app that needs to be updated after the fake
security scan ends.
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Looking at the APK file itself, all the code is protected by a commercial
packer, making it more challenging to analyze and adding an additional
layer of obfuscation to avoid being detected and flagged as a threat. Once
we unpack the malicious code, de-obfuscate the strings, and decrypt the
file in the assets folder inside the APK, we can see that English was added
as a supported language:

ecureShield—New Icon and Screenshots and Now
S
Targeting U.S. Banking Apps
At the end of September, shortly after GreatVault was removed from
Google Play, SecureShield appeared with a new and improved app icon and
generic screenshots that, unlike previous BRATA variants, did not show
how the actual fake app scanner worked:

Figure 12. SecureShield in Google Play using new generic screenshots and icon

Figure 11. English, Spanish, and Portuguese languages supported in
configuration file

When we checked the list of targets that provided the remote server of this
variant, we found that financial apps from Brazil and Spain were present,
just like with previous apps. However, that was about to change in the next
BRATA app: SecureShield.
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SecureShield was quickly removed but in its short existence it was installed
by at least 5,000 users, according to Google Play. Unlike GreatVault,
the language in the description of the app and the screenshots were in
Portuguese. Considering that the app was again restricted to only certain
countries via Google Play, it seems that it was once more designed to
target users in Brazil alone. However, when we checked the list of targets
that returned the new C2 server, we found that U.S. banking apps were
added to the target list:

REPORT

The latest list of targets obtained in September 23 included a total of 52
targeted apps (package names) but only 32 had phishing URLs ready to be
used. From the 20 U.S. banking apps present in the last target list that we
obtained, only five had phishing URLs which suggests that the support to
U.S. is new for BRATA at the time of analysis.

efenseScreen—Back to Targeting Portuguese-speaking
D
Users
The latest variant found at the time of writing this technical analysis is
DefenseScreen, which uses similar icons, screenshots, and fake scan
functionality. However, the app name, screenshot, and description strings
in are in Portuguese:

Figure 13. U.S. banks present in a target list provided by BRATA remote server

Here are a couple of screenshots of phishing URLs that will be displayed
if any of the U.S. banking apps in the target list are present in the infected
device:

Figure 15. DefenseScreen app in Google Play

Figure 14. Examples of phishing websites pretending to be from U.S. banks
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Even though it is downloaded from Google Play, it was geographically
restricted (e.g. not available in the U.S.); DefenseScreen also reached
10,000 installs (just like GreatVault) before being reported by us to Google
and removed from the Play Store. In terms of functionality—the target list
(apps and phishing URLs available), downloadable payload and encrypted
strings—there were no major changes compared to the previous two
variants.

Automated Actions Abusing Accessibility

In addition to the commands received from a remote server, BRATA also
performs automated actions without any command to hide itself from the
user and automatically grant privileges to itself. By abusing accessibility
services, the malware constantly monitors changes in the user interface
looking for the dialog that explicitly warns the user that the app will start
capturing everything displayed on the screen. If that dialog is found,
BRATA automatically selects the option “Don’t show this again” and then
clicks on “Start Now,” initiating the capture of the screen without any user
interaction.
In a similar way, BRATA also constantly checks for the presence of the
dialog that requests the user to allow or deny a specific permission.
If the Android version is 10 or higher, it looks for the system module
PermissionController, otherwise it looks for the module PackageInstaller.
If this permission request dialog is present, BRATA will click on the
“Allow” button automatically, thus granting itself any permissions that the
malicious app needs to function correctly.
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Another automated action that BRATA performs while it is running in
the background is disabling Google Play Store and therefore Google
Play Protect. Specifically, it constantly checks if the app “*Play Store” is
enabled and attempts to disable it by opening the app in “Settings” and
automatically clicking on the button “Disable.” However, when a user
attempts to disable a pre-installed app like Google Play Store, Android
displays an additional dialog warning the user that by disabling the app,
Android and other apps may no longer function as intended. Regardless
of this warning, BRATA proceeds to click on “Disable app,” which then
triggers a final dialog from the system asking if the user wants to replace
the app with the factory version and warning that all the data will be
removed. Once again BRATA ignores the warning and clicks on the “OK”
button to finally deactivate Google Play Store but also Google Play Protect,
the built-in service that regularly checks if any of the apps installed in the
device are malware or potentially harmful.
One interesting, automated action that BRATA also executes is an autouninstall in case the “Settings” interface of the app is present in the user
interface—along with its “Uninstall” and “Force Stop” buttons. Because
BRATA can launch an activity via a command from a remote server,
cybercriminals can silently uninstall the app from the infected device by
launching the Settings app which will cause it to click on the “Uninstall”
button once it is confirmed that that the app identifier corresponds to the
malware itself.
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Use of Multiple Protection Layers to Avoid Detection

Most of the core functionality of BRATA remains the same as the one
present in the first known samples discovered by Kaspersky back in 2019.
At the code level, one of the most notable differences is that recent variants
have their core malicious functionality and communication with the C&C
server in a DEX file that is downloaded and dynamically loaded at runtime.
The following illustration shows that the code present in one of the recently
downloaded payloads and one of the original BRATA apps is virtually the
same:

Having the main functionality available in a remote server provides more
flexibility to update and add new functionality without updating the main
application. In addition to having the main functionality as a downloadable
payload, newer versions of BRATA also obfuscate almost all strings,
including the key used to decrypt the main JSON configuration file—the
values needed to read the config and Android classes used to dynamically
load the payload and request accessibility services. The following screen
shows the de-obfuscated strings present in the main GreatVault app:

Figure 17. Decrypted BRATA strings

Figure 16. Code similarity found comparing earliest versions of BRATA with code
in remote payload
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Once the config file is decrypted with the key present in the obfuscated
strings, BRATA can get the first remote server URLs to get the list of
targets (pr.php -> Base64 + XOR encoded JSON) and the main payload:

The second JSON file includes some URLs that are used by BRATA to
register infected devices, providing once again the list of targets and
delivering the IP address and port of the real command and control server
that will deliver the commands to be executed remotely in the infected
device:

Figure 18. Decrypted config with remote server URLs that provides initial
target list and remote payload

The DEX inside classes.zip also has obfuscated strings and another key
that is used to decrypt a second JSON config file in assets:
Figure 20. URLs in second config file decrypted with the key found in remote
payload

Figure 19. De-obfuscated strings in the remote payload includes the key to
decrypt second JSON
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The URLs provided in the JSON files are used to exchange data between
the infected device and the malware authors’ servers using an open-source
HTTP client library. All communication to these URLs is done by sending
or receiving a JSON file that is obfuscated with Base64 and XOR. Here is a
summary of the purpose of each URL:
■

■

■

url-pi: Returns list of targets and phishing URLs.
url-n: Receives the registration of the infected device which includes
device screen lock status and identifiers described in Table 1, Device
Registration.

Config Server

Infected device
1. Get target list

url-pi

2. Device sends registration

url-n

3. Get C2 IP address and port

url-c

url-c: Receives a unique malware identifier (“oid”) and responds with the
IP address and port to start the communication with the actual Command
and Control server:
− From this point a socket communication is open to the defined
command and control server and it starts to listen to commands every
5 seconds.
− The commands are received in JSON format with the key “cid” to
identify each command.
− BRATA can exchange data and media with the command and control
server using the same socket communication with no extra layer of
encryption or obfuscation.
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Below is a graphical representation of how the communication between the
infected device, the configuration server, and command and control server
happens while BRATA is running in the compromised device:

Technical Analysis of BRATA

Attacker
C&C Server

4. Command execution
and data exfiltration

Figure 21. BRATA high level network communication
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APPENDIX
Command and Control Table
The following table describes the list of commands implemented in the
latest payload and the data that is sent to the remote Command and
Control server as a result of each command execution:
Command ID

Description

20675762

Returns device identification, metadata parameters,
and captured data

Data Sent (JSON)
■

cid: 20675762

■

android_id

■

Device manufacturer and model

■

Build version release

■

Screen lock status:
− “Presente” if device is not locked by a PIN/password/Pattern
− “On” if screen is unlocked
− “Off” if screen locked

■

Ring volume:
− true if device is muted
− false if volume more than 0

■

Captured PIN/Pattern/Password

■

Installation source:
− 1 if the app has been installed from Google Play
− 0 if is not installed from Google Play

69172222
681661548/
575286639

68836653

Returns text present in all editable fields in a specific
section of the screen by abusing accessibility services
Returns a screenshot of the device using media
projection

Current Device Status

Table 1. Data exfiltrated from the Infected Device to the C2
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■

Language and country

■

cid: 69172222

■

Text content of an accessibility node specified by “x” and “y” parameters provided by the Command and Control server

■

cid: 681661548 or 575286639

■

Image width and height

■

Base64 of image byte array of a screen capture bitmap

■

cid: 68836653

■

“Presente” if device is not locked by a PIN/Password/Pattern

■

“On” if screen is unlocked

■

“Off” is screen locked
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Techniques, Tactics, and Procedures (TTPS)

Mitre ATT&CK Android Table for BRATA
Initial Access

Execution

Persistence

Defense
Evasion

Credential
Access

Discovery

Collection

Command
and Control

Exfiltration

Impact

T1475: Deliver
Malicious App via
Authorized App
Store

T1402: Broadcast
Receivers

T1402:Broadcast
Receivers

T1418: Application
Discovery

T1414: Capture
Clipboard Data

T1418: Application
Discovery

T1414: Capture
Clipboard Data

T1436: Commonly
Used Port

T1436: Commonly
Used Port

T1446: Device
Lockout

T1478: Install
Insecure or Malicious
Configuration

T1575:
Native Code

T1541: Foreground
Persistence

T1407: Download
New Code at
Runtime

T1417: Input
Capture

T1523: Evade
Analysis
Environment

T1541: Foreground
Persistence

T1544: Remote
File Copy

T1532: Data
Encrypted

T1516: Input
Injection

T1461: Lockscreen
Bypass

T1523: Evade
Analysis
Environment

T1411: Input
Prompt

T1430: Location
Tracking

T1417: Input
Capture

T1437: Standard
Application Layer
Protocol

T1437: Standard
Application Layer
Protocol

T1444: Masquerade
as Legitimate
Application

T1516: Input
Injection

T1426: System
Information
Discovery

T1430: Location
Tracking

T1521: Standard
Cryptographic
Protocol

T1478: Install
Insecure or Malicious
Configuration

T1422: System
Network
Configuration
Discovery

T1513: Screen
Capture

T1481: Web
Service

T1444: Masquerade
as Legitimate
Application

T1575: Native Code

T1406: Obfuscated
Files or Information

T1576: Uninstall
Malicious
Application

Table 2. MITRE ATT&CK Mobile Table
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About McAfee

McAfee ATR

McAfee is the device-to-cloud cybersecurity
company. Inspired by the power of working
together, McAfee creates business and
consumer solutions that make our world a safer
place. By building solutions that work with other
companies’ products, McAfee helps businesses
orchestrate cyber environments that are truly
integrated, where protection, detection, and
correction of threats happen simultaneously
and collaboratively. By protecting consumers
across all their devices, McAfee secures their
digital lifestyle at home and away. By working
with other security players, McAfee is leading
the effort to unite against cybercriminals for the
benefit of all.

The McAfee® Advanced Threat Research
Operational Intelligence team operates globally
around the clock, keeping watch of the latest
cyber campaigns and actively tracking the
most impactful cyber threats. Several McAfee
products and reports, such as MVISION Insights
and APG ATLAS, are fueled with the team’s
intelligence work. In addition to providing the
latest Threat Intelligence to our customers, the
team also performs unique quality checks and
enriches the incoming data from all of McAfee’s
sensors in a way that allows customers to hit the
ground running and focus on the threats that
matter.
Subscribe to receive our Threat Information.

www.mcafee.com

6220 America Center Drive
San Jose, CA 95002
888.847.8766
www.mcafee.com
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